
HOW TO WRITE A MYTH ABOUT A NATURAL PHENOMENON

Welcome to my workshop! Here I'll show you how to write a myth â€” a story that explains a natural phenomenon in a
creative way. You'll also find writing.

Story Uses Alternate history potential abounds here. The Great Silence Despite what conspiracy theorists
might tell you, there is as yet no credible evidence for intelligent life outside of Earth. Follow these five steps.
You'll find that many myths are set in a timeless place and involve a plethora of symbols that have multiple
meanings. So, how could earthquakes be explained in ancient times? And also if there are any aliens who want
to say hi. Be our patron. What can humanity do in the face of such a threat? It is by far the largest
concentration of lightning in the world. Izanami could not return because she'd eaten 'the dark food,' but said
she would beg the gods to let her go. This is the point from which you need to start brainstorming! This made
his people question whether he should be their ruler. Next Myths are stories that explain a natural
phenomenon. Or an instructional manual. However, you can see why myths were once created. No matter
what phenomena you choose to jump-start writing, remember to make it work for you, not the other way
around. According to the myth, Ra eventually began to grow weary of his duties. Poseidon was most often
depicted with his trident, and sometimes riding a horse he is sometimes claimed to be the creator of horses.
Maybe the lightning is a manifestation of some great spell meant to seal away an ancient evil. It's those images
that will help you build your myth. This annoys astronomers, as detecting signals is a lot of what they do. It
could even be a natural phenomenon, though it would have to be massive in scale. Because the flare mostly
damages electronic systems, they can disable the ship while leaving it intact for your surviving characters to
explore. She went on a rampage and Ra took pity on the humans. Hide the internal editor. You don't have to
write about anything specific, but you should exercise your writing muscle constantly. Write down key words
from your research. They are usually words, images, or sentences that describe an idea or a situation. A space
colony would also be highly vulnerable to solar flares.


